
 

 

 
 
4th January 2022 
 
Dear students and family members,   
 

A very Happy New Year to you all and your loved ones. We hope you have had a good break 
and have been healthy and happy. As we prepare for our students to return to learning 
tomorrow (Wednesday 5th Jan), I am writing regarding information around student 
learning. Mr Donaldson has already messaged regarding the changes to face coverings and 
isolation durations.   
 

We are doing all that we can to ensure any disruption to learning is reduced and continually 
reviewing what is best for our students. We anticipate that students and staff may be isolating 
over the coming weeks and are putting plans into place to ensure that learning continues as 
effectively as possible.   
 

As some students have already experienced, if staff are isolating, they may be teaching 
remotely from home if they are well enough. Classes may also be joined with another class 
and taught in our main hall by a curriculum specialist teacher. Large group teaching by a 
specialist subject teacher is much more desirable and effective than the use of an agency 
cover teacher for example.  
 

Where students are isolating at home and are well enough to complete schoolwork, there is 
an area on our website which has lesson activities for students to complete. Here is the link 
to the English department lessons for 
example: http://www.beaulieuparkschool.com/1536/english-1   
 

With the introduction of a reduction of isolation days if negative LFD results are received on 
days 6 and 7 and no symptoms are in place, this means children are able to attend 
school much sooner in many cases.   
 

We are adding another measure to ensure students are able to access the best possible 
learning experience during the pandemic. This will be reviewed on January 26th. If a student 
absent from school due to isolating with Covid and they are well enough to work, our 
teachers will be opening a Microsoft Teams meeting so that normal lessons can be joined live. 
A camera will be placed to face the teacher board with the work on.   
 

Students at home isolating and are well enough to complete school work, are welcome to 
join these lessons but it is not compulsory and attendance will not be monitored at these. 
The teacher is most likely not able to interact with the students at home; I’m sure you can 
understand our teachers have a class in front of them in the classroom, however some staff 
have told me they would like to try and interact where possible.   
 

 

http://www.beaulieuparkschool.com/1536/english-1


Students at home joining the lessons through Teams will not be able to speak to the teacher 
and should follow their normal timetable. Not all lessons will have a remote in option and 
these subjects are Art, Music, Food Tech, PE, AR and HM. Students should continue to access 
the remote learning activities on the website.   
 
There may be some instances for English, Maths, Science, 
Humanities, Spanish, German and Life Skills & Citizenship where 
staff are isolating themselves and may be remoting in to teach 
from home, or may be too poorly and a cover lesson is set, or group 
teaching comes into force. In these situations, there will not be an 
opportunity for students isolating at home, to remote into a 
lesson.   
 

Our Year 8 and Year 9 students are familiar with Microsoft Teams and have experience of 
using this last academic year. Our Year 7 students were all shown in their Hegarty Maths 
lessons how to access Microsoft Teams and how to find a team.   
 

Students will have a Teams page that looks different from some of their friends and is also 
different between year groups. Students in Year 8 and Year 9 will have some teams that are 
expired and should have a code that says something similar to this:   
 

Students in Year 7 and Year 8 will have a team set up called their tutor group e.g., 7.2 or 8.5 
and that is where they go to access the lessons at home. Students are in their tutor groups 
for all subjects except Maths and Science. There will be a separate team for this with their 
Maths and Science group code.   
 

 

Students in Year 9 have their classes out of tutor 
groups and as such will have a team for their 
Maths and Science lessons and then a separate 
team for all other subjects that will look like 
this:   
 
 

How to join a lesson:  
 

Students will need to follow their timetable for the lessons stated and go to their team at that 
point in the day. Then students will be able to see on the posts area of the team that a 
meeting has been started. Students need to click that and join the meeting. It will look similar 
to this:  



  
  
To reiterate, it is not compulsory for students to join lessons in this way and this provision will 
be reviewed on the 26th January. Students may prefer to continue using the website remote 
learning activities. However, this method of engaging with their learning will mean that they 
miss as little as possible and experience what is actually being delivered in the classroom.   
 
If there are any issues with forgotten passwords, please 
email passwordhelp@beaulieuparkschool.com and we can reset your details.  
 
If there are connection issues, the first solution is to log out and log back in again. If this 
doesn’t work, please email secondary@beaulieuparkschool.com   
 

Students are expected to be muted when joining the lesson and have their cameras off. If 
they need help, they can message the teacher in Teams but may not get a reply. The purpose 
of being able to remote in, means students can work along with the class activities if they 
would like to. It is not so that the teacher ‘teaches’ the students at home. They must ensure 
they are teaching students in the classroom. If students do not interact as expected, the 
teacher will remove the student from the lesson.   
 

We all hope that school life continues to be as close to ‘normal’ as possible and we will do all 
we can to ensure we do our very best for our students.   
 
Best wishes,   

  

Sarah Slater  
Head of Secondary School 
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